
Did You Fail in 2016 Prelims? Do Not Worry 
There is Always a Silver Lining 
If you are feeling depressed after your failure to crack this year’s Prelims, it is mostly 
because of the recurring guilt – that you could not fulfil your parents’ or friends’ 
expectations. Right from the beginning you had told everyone that you were preparing for 
civil services examination. Now it is hard to explain them though you don’t owe an 
explanation to them.  
So now what? The real questions to ask yourself? 
Why did I fail in my one/ two attempts? Where did I fall short? Which topics could I not 
master adequately? Can I master them now, given this background? Was I really sincere 
enough? What did those who got selected did right that I missed on? 
In Prelim  exam 2017 you have to competite with those who has 
1)passed exam but appearing for rank improvement 
2) passed mains,but could not qualify finally 
3) failed due to silly mistake otherwise he was able to pass the exam) failed marginally 
5) no preparation,but became very serious after failure in prelims. 
6)new entrants with high zeal and energy. 
Your aim should be: Come out of your disappointment. Start again. In the past many have 
come out of failures like this to get to ranks. You can be one of them. You can get your 
dream post if you start today. This temporary setback in prelims is just a part of process 
where you are taught to handle things with patience.  
The silver lining is that you have got plenty of time to learn from your mistakes and not to 
repeat them at any cost. You have got plenty of time to work towards realizing your dream. 
Till now, may be you just wanted a rank – any rank, but make sure that in 2017 you go for 
only a top rank.  This is the only way to compensate your previous losses – whatever they 
may be. This is the only way you can let know others that their hopes on you were not 
misplaced. 
Is it necessary to join any coaching centers for UPSC exam or can we prepare at home 
also? 



You  should join coaching institute to know the Most Expected & Probable Questions . 
There  you also come to know about every small thing which will make you more confident 
and focused. By  joining coaching you feel competitiveness that will increase yours 
performance. Coaching institute’s guidance/lectures/ test series to keep you on track.  
Have faith in yourself,have faith in your dream,have faith in almighty. All the Best. 
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